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ABSTRACT
This lmiestigator bases his study -on the principle

that-competency-basedeacher triiaing4programs require clear
-1'Siatements of objectiVes, seqUenced admirding to the needs and
interests of learners and according to instructional considerationt.
A,classificationsysfem used to-geneeate.teaching'_competencies for
teachers--of-varying levels"%pt,skill and experience-ds discUssed.-.The
results of a- study in'which-pre--andAv-serviee teachers, principals,
superintendents, and teacher trainers classified a set of
competencies acc'nrding to the time they should be learned in a
teacherft caregr are reported.,The study was designed to test the
usefulness of the classification-system and the competencies =

identified,throu4h its use. Two tables of data,._are'preSented.
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States has led to suggestiens that teacher training and certifica-

tion be based upon clearly defined performance`briteria. 'Several

states\have modified their-certification procedures in accord with

this suggestion and more are likely to do'soe'fiacher educators

have not been unaware of this, aid, consequently, increasing_ numbers

are moving to establish performance-based programs of teacher

training.

-,pespite the activity in the field and the willingness of
._.

educators'to join the performance-based teacher education movement,

no satisfactory description of the ceMponente of a performance-

based system of teacher training currently exists. Aside fr911-

.o

being, able to describe general system characteristics (e.g., pre!'

specified operational objectives, objective based instruction and
.

.
.

evalUation), little attention has been glien.to identifyint' mail

sequencing the competenclee that must be developed.

This study was conduciia ai part Of.an effort-to develop a

competency-based program of prer snit inserviceteacher-education.

The purpose -of the Study was to- generate a list otcOmpetenoles
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appropriSte for a competency -based training program and to assign

each competency to one of three levels of training.

PROCEDURE

A classification- system was generated that analyzed the teaching

act into six functions. The functions for the system are based

. .

on the work of_Fzieder--and are -re re anted by the-acronym ODPrIME:

0 = Objectives formulation, D = Diagnosis of needs, Pr-= Prescription

of Instruction, I = Instruction, Y = Mtivition, and 'E = Evaluation.

Orodps_of objectives-(called "competency i1diters") were developed

for'each of the six teaching functions identified by the ODPrIME

model. This Fes done by using a task analytic method-and consisted

of asking what the teacher had to do in order to perform-each of

the functions identified.

._,To date, thirtroeven competency clusters have been identified;

it is expected that others will bedded as our work proceeds.

These clusters are shown in'Figure 1. The rows in the figure
. .

represent teaching functions. Each row containsiCompetencies

hypothesized as being-necesammrifor pealorming.the-teaching. func-

tion assigned to that row. **

Because teachers do not require training in-all teachtflg

competencies prior to entry into the classroom, the clusters have

(--

Frieder, B. Motivator: Least developed of teacher roles.
Febrdiiy 1970, 10, 28 -36.

* *For a -listing pi the performance statement=s aisociated with

each competency cluster see-4 piper-by °Vey, J. at* Brown, J.
entitled, "Competencies for performance-based.teacher training."

This paper will be publisliedlater= by the kational Center for the
Devetopment of Training Materials in Teacher Education, - Indiana
University,_ Bloomington, Indiana.



Skill
vein

Teaching

,tons

,

LEVEL 1

Beginning Teacher
LEVU; 2 ,

Experienced Teacher_
LEVEL 3

Muster Teacher

-MCP!
OBJECTIVES

,

. . .

4

1.1b 'Writing Objectives I,'

1.11 Selecting Objectives
' - -44,.)-`°

1.12 Cognitive, Affective and
Psychomotor Objectives

1.20

1.21

1.22

Writing Objectives II

.-.

Bloom's Tazoiosy

Affective and Psychomotor
Taxonomies

,,

1

1.30 STencing.Objectives

.

-DIA0052
MIXERS

.

2.10 Constructing Evaluation
Measures

2 11 Admizistering :and-Sensing

Diagnostic Ten's

2.:2 digit, Hearing, :;each,
atd Psych:dia.:teal Testing

for Teachers

2.20

2.21

Measuring Reading Ability
and Reading Level

,/'
Using and Interpreting
Standardized Test Scores

2.30 Identifying Physiological
and Psychological Disorders

.

_

.

.--

iSZSCR/BE
INSTRUCTION

e
gail,_goecting Materials and

Rekources of instruction
- 4, t
3.11 Pe;e7itinginstruction

for Individuals

,

3.20

3.21

Organising PeerlUtoring
r--

Using Para-professionals
is the Classroom

_

.

3.30 Training Para-professionals
'-----

3.31 Matching Students With
Instruction ,

3.32 Developing Instructional
Segments

.
,

INSTRUCT
!JAMMU

4.10 Tutoring

4.11' Procedures for In.*
dividualliing Instruction

4.12' Question Asking

4.13 'Leading a'Bilicussion

4.14 Effective Lecturing
---,

4.16 Teaching for ilifiry

4.20 Probing Tochniques

.

.

.

__,
---'

4.30 Organising a Teaching
Team

.-

..._

...-

--MOTIVE!'
WARMS

5.10 Student Record Keeping

5.11 Using Contingency "snags-
meat la the Classroom

i

.

-.7

5.20 Gaining Student Attention

.

.

.

5.30 Organising Contingency
Managesent Progress

,
5.31 Conferencing and Counseling

With Students and-Parents
. ,

,l -

.

WAWA=
INSTRUCTION

6.10 Marks and Grade.-

6.11 Reporting Progress to
Students and Parents -

6.12 Teacher and Prognmi
Evaluation' ,

.

__-

6.30' The Teacher As Sxperimenter

6.31 Evaluating Affective Behavior

6.32 Analysing Verbal Interaction

,..,

Rased on a model by Frieder (Educational Technology, February, 1970)
"Bach title in the chart,denotes a module of instruction of varying length.

(-tIJ
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been tentatively grouped into three experience levels (the three

columns in Figure 1).

Level 1: Competencies to be obtained before entry into the
classroom, These would include basic-classroom
survival skills.

Level 2:' Competencies that could be obtained after entry
into the classroom and most likely t4 be found
in experienced teachers.

Level 3: Competencies that would be expected of master
teachers but which,ordinarily would not baie-
quired of beginning or experienced teachers.

Since nonempirical methods,weie-used to identify ankatsociate

the competency clusters with function and experience livele,in the
...,

,

classification system,ipredorvice teachers, emplOyed teachersr

prihalpaltisupeiiI0Ors, and teacber.eduCators were. asked to examine

the competencies which had been identified and to determine at

what point in a tmacher's career, if any, the competencies should

be acquired.

The manner in which this was done'is as follows. Each compe-

tency cluste'rwas printed on a 4 x 6 Ina card. With the name

,:

of each cluster appeared a brief description of the purpose of

the cluster and a list cf,ekills associated with that cluster:-

In all, there were 37 cards representing the 27 cluster, or

sets of competencies which had been identified. The four groupS

of- respondents were asked to. read the cards and to sort them into

three piles those describing skills beginning teachers.should have

(Leve1,1 above); those experienced teachers should have (Level 2);

and those master teachers should have (Level 3).



RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the percentage of persons from each of the four

responding groups that assigned competency clusterpvtorthe three

experience levels. From. the coMpositeld all responses (the last

./
column in Figure 2), clusters can be identified about Which-

there is high agreement. Any cluster that at least TO% of the_

respondents assigned to the same experience'level is listed in

Figure 3.
I.

1.10 Writing Objectives I

1.12 Cognitive, Affective,
-and.Psychamotor Objec-
tives

1.20 'Writing Objectives II

t

2.10 Constructing Evalua-
tionMeasures

2.30 Identifying Physiological
and Psychological Die -
orders

3.30 Training Paraprofes-
elonalso--

4.12 Question Asking

Figure 3.

4.14 Effective Lecturing

4.30" Organizing a Teething
Team

5.10 Student Record
Keeping

5.20 Gaining Student
Attention

5.20 Organizing Contin-
gency Management
Programs

6:10 Marks and Grades

6.30 TheTeacher as
Experimenter

Clusters assigned to same experience level by TO%
or more of the respondents. 2

t.
Examination of the "last" column in Figure 2 also reveals

several competency,clusters-on which there-is little` agreement.

Clusters that fewer than 50% of respondents assigned-to the same

experience level are listed in Figure 4.
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2.11 Administering and
Scoring Diagnostic

--Tests

5.31 Conferencing and Counsel-
ing with Students and
Parents

2.12 Sight, Bearing, 6.12
Speech, and
PsychologiCal
Totting 6.31

3.32 Developing Instruc-
tional Segments

Using Contingency
Management in the
Clastroom

Figure 47Clusters that less-than 50% of the respondents
-assigned to se:Mg-experience level.

Teacher and Program
Evaluation

,Evaluating Affective
Behavior

6.32 Analyzing Verbal Interac-
tion

It is interesting to compare the rankings of the clusters by

the foil, responding groups. Employed teachers and teacher educators

appeaz to be in substantial agreement -about when various-clusters

should be learned. Theidest differences of opinion -are between

preservice teachers and principals/supervisors. For example,

89% of preservice teachers rated cluiter 1.21 (Bloom's Taxonomy),

as a task for beginning teachers while only 24% of principale/,

supervisors did so.

Data from Figure 2 also reveal a number of disagreements

with the assignment of clusters as shown in -Figure. 2. These assign-

ments were completed prior to collecting the data reported in this

paper. Taking the highest per cent figure from the "All Groups"

column in Figure 2 as a basis for assignment would cause us to

*shift 15 of the Competency clutters from one level to another.

Nine of these competency clusters would-be moved to Level 1

(54., to be learned by teachers in training).
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DISCUSSION

Although educators may wish_that they could teach teachers

everything they need to know aboutteahhihk pzior to their entry'

Into the classroom, such a goal is obviously impossible. Cones-

- quently, they are forced to restrict their effcrfa toe more limited

.range of tasks. Preservice education is a colltctiVe attempt to

provide prospective teacheri with -mastery of tosks'which are considered

vital to their success in the clasiroom. Typically' it also attempts

to provldthe teacher with a broad Uhderitanding of the field

as a profession and of -its- place- within the social context. Ine-
a

service education is given responsibility for developing skills

1 and perspectives-which can help a teacher better perform his

teaching functions and -better understand the relationship of

schbolto-society. Implici4 thisetruoture of teacher traihing

are assumptions about what knowledge and Okillt are important/16i

a teacher at various stages in his or, her career.

The grid that we have discussed (Figurel) permits these-

assumptions to be made explicit. Thist_in turn, facilitates both

empirical, research-based Validation and consensual validation of

the assignment.ef competencies to the teaching-sot. As we have

-

used it in this study, the grid provides a means for surfacing

disagreementi between groups or individuals regarding performance

competencies that teachers require at varying stages in their

careers. Such information can.bs extremely valuable to an educa-

tional administrator attempting to establish performance -based

teaching criteria within a. school system. It allows the administrator



to focus his attention, as well as that of contending groups, on

areas of agreement and disagreement. This-should reduce the amount

of time required to establish criteria acceptable to the community

since public and private procedings can be devoted,to resolving

differences that are clearly defined:- In addition to helping the

administrator, the grid and sorting technique have implications and

potential utility for the 'Curriculum developer, teacher educator,

and educational researcher. Among the,,usee we have identified are

the following:

1: For the curricubmi-'4ieloper, the grid and assessment
procedure provideft means of4selecting and organizing_a
development program that addresses the felt-needs of a
particular group of people: It allows the developer to.
work on a priority basis on a email number of units without
losing sight of the needeof.his market-or of the-place

__.,,--of-themitaittithin-jan overall instructional_system.

2. For the teacher educator, the,grid permits an'explicit'-__.
. 'definition of tasks that a teacher le expected to master

at certain stagesin hisOr her career& This information
can api the teacher educatOr in structuring the teacher
education program; and, perhaps more importantly, it per-
mits the teacher educator to unambigUously tell pre- or
_inservice teigiers what competencies need be-mastered.
Moreover, because competencies are grouped on the grid
4y functions, it should' help both teachor-Oucator and
learner better understand,and relate various teaching
tasks and requirekents within a teacher training program.

3. For the researcher, the grid permits a, careful exposition
of teaching tasks This can be used to organize and
administer systematic research on teaching functions.
Or, using the grid as a basis for generating hypotheses,
the researcher can examine the validity of the tasks
identified and the wisdom of their assignment to_reopec-,
tive cells on'the grid. He also can use the grid for
identifying and placing tasks not currently listed.
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SUNMNNY

Competency teacher training requires' clear statementa

of objectives, sequenced according to the needs and interests

learners as, well'as according to instructional considerations.

No satisfactory description of the components of such a system

currently exists. In thisstudy we discuss a-classification system

used to generate teacher-competencies for teacheri of varying

levels of skill and experience. We also re4ct on the results of
-

Study designed to test the usefulness of the cleSsification

system and of the competencies identified through its use. The

= classification system, its use, and the results obtained from this

study should be of interest to edueators_working with performance-

based systems of teacher training or for persont-in public schools

planning inservice training programa.
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